
Blog post (book review) - R2200

Instagram Posts
Book feature including book description - R1300

Book Review including star rating - R2000

Instagram Reel - R2300

Instagram Live Interview -R2800

Instagram Story - R1500 (still), R1900 (Video)

Podcast Interview - R2800

YouTube - R1800 - R3300

TikTok - R 2300 

Vuvu Vena Reads
Vuvu Vena Reads is an online destination for any book lover

in South Africa and abroad. This brand is a showcase of my

love for l iterature and the impact it has had and is sti l l

having on my l ife. 

In a digital world where so many are trying to figure out who

they are through mimicry and research, Vuvu Vena Reads

seeks to cut through the noise by si lently showing its

audience that it 's okay to be exactly who they are at the very

moment of consuming its content. 

Started in 2018 www.vuvuvenareads.com is growing with the

months as the go-to platform for all things bookish. The blog

works alongside its YouTube Channel, Bookstagram, Podcast

and BookTok counterparts. 

In 2020 a podcast called Turning Pages was launched to give

book enthusiasts a space to learn about African and South

African books and authors at their leisure. 

AS SEEN IN

+2K
@vuvuvena_reads Vuvu Vena Reads podcast downloads @vuvuvena_reads

+1K +3K+1K

RATE CARD

info@vuvuvenareads.com /vuvuvenablog@gmail.com

www.vuvuvenareads.com

Please note, as a literature

reviewer, I am under no obligation

to give a positive review or high

star rating. The cost structure is

payment for access to my

audience and reach as well as the

quality of the final product.

LET'S WORK
TOGETHER!

Bookstagrammer, BookTuber, BookToker, Book
Blogger & Literature Podcaster



Reading Vlog - R3300 
Ask for links to former vlogs

First Chapter Friday - R1800
Ask for links to former FCFs 

 Live Interview - R2800
Ask for links to former lives 

Review - R 2500 
Ask for links to former reviews 

Vuvu Vena Reads
Vuvu Vena Reads is an online destination for any book lover

in South Africa and abroad. This brand is a showcase of my

love for l iterature and the impact it has had and is sti l l

having on my l ife. 

In a digital world where so many are trying to figure out who

they are through mimicry and research, Vuvu Vena Reads

seeks to cut through the noise by si lently showing its

audience that it 's okay to be exactly who they are at the very

moment of consuming its content. 

Started in 2018 www.vuvuvenareads.com is growing with the

months as the go-to platform for all things bookish. The blog

works alongside its YouTube Channel, Bookstagram, Podcast

and BookTok counterparts. 

In 2020 a podcast called Turning Pages was launched to give

book enthusiasts a space to learn about African and South

African books and authors at their leisure. 

AS SEEN IN

+2K
@vuvuvena_reads Vuvu Vena Reads podcast downloads @vuvuvena_reads

+1K +3K+1K

RATE CARD

info@vuvuvenareads.com /vuvuvenablog@gmail.com

www.vuvuvenareads.com

Please note, as a literature

reviewer, I am under no obligation

to give a positive review or high

star rating. The cost structure is

payment for access to my

audience and reach as well as the

quality of the final product.

LET'S WORK
TOGETHER!

Bookstagrammer, BookTuber, BookToker, Book
Blogger & Literature Podcaster


